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ABSTRACT 
A truly distributed operational semantics for Concurrent Logic Languages is 
defined here, differently from those semantics based on intrinsically 
sequential, interleaving models defined so far. Delta Prolog and the 
underlying Distributed Logic are taken as case studies, in order to 
semantically denote AND-parallelism and cooperation via explicit 
communication mechanism (local environment model of computation). A 
scheme for translating a Delta Prolog system into a 1-safe Petri net is given 
and properties of (perpetual)processes based on the notion of causality, e.g. 
fairness and deadlock, are addressed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Horn Clause Language (HCL for short) is a subset of the First Order Logic which has been extensively 
studied and has generated the family of Logic Languages. The computation of a HCL program consists in 
proving a goal G 1 ..... G n by applying the clauses of the program. At each step of derivation there are two 

choices to be taken: 
i) which goal G i to reduce (computation rule) 
ii) which clause Cj to apply to the selected goal (search rule) 

This fact leads to implicit forms of potential parallelism. AND-parallelism exploits the parallelism in the 
choice of the goal to be reduced, i.e. all the goals can be derived in parallel (parallel computation rule). 
OR-parallelism is the parallelism in the clause selection phase, i.e. all the clauses whose head is unifiable 
with the goal are applied in parallel (parallel search rule). While models exploiting pure OR-parallelism do 
not present many problems because of the complete independence of the environments of the various 
branches of the OR-derivation, pure AND-parallelism presents several difficulties mainly due to the 
presence of shared logical variables. 

As hardware VLSI technologies evolve, new highly parallel computer architectures become realizable which 
call for new languages for parallel programming. Logic languages are regarded as candidates for this 
purpose for their clean semantics and their implicit parallelism. Nevertheless, a parallel language requires 
some explicit mechanism for the control of concurrency: pure logic languages lack of synchronization 
mechanisms. This fact has led to two different approaches. The fn'st one restricts the possible modes of the 
mechanism of unification by introducing an explicit distinction between producers and consumers of the 
values of a logical variable. The resulting model is a subcase of AND-parallelism, called STREAM- 
parallelism [71 based on an eager evaluation of structured data which can be treated as streams. Many 
concurrent logic languages based on STREAM-parallelism have been proposed, among which we mention 
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Concurrent Prolog [26], PARLOG [6] and Guarded Horn Clauses [27l. These languages introduce different 

types of constraints on the unification mechanism: Concurrent Prolog has read only annotations on 
variables, PARLOG provides mode declarations, while GHC solves the problem with the input guards. 
The other approach extends HCL by introducing explicit operators like fork and join, proposed in [18,9,12], 

and communication primitives for message-passing (send/receive), as in Delta Prolog [1,20.21,22]. 

We study the case of pure AND-parallelism where the cooperation between parallel goals is performed via 
explicit mechanisms of communication / synchronization. While this model of computation represents the 
correspondent of the message-passing model in the field of traditional concurrent languages (and therefore 

is naturally suitable for distributed descriptions), STREAM-parallelism corresponds to a shared memory 
model of computation. In Delta Prolog, the cooperation mechanism is based on the notion of event, 

originally introduced in [5,17t. These features of Delta Prolog make it a good candidate as a distributed logic 
language. 

The presence of extra-logical primitives for the explicit control of concurrency decreases the logical flavour 

of concurrent logic languages. Phenomena such as synchronization, communication, deadlock and process 
creation may be more advantageously modeled using techniques stemming from imperative and functional 

concurrent languages, emphasizing control rather than logic. In fact, interleaving based operational 

semantics have been recently defined: in [25], Saraswat has provided operational semantics for several 
concurrent logic languages by means of transition systems defined in the Structural Operational Semantics 

style [23] (SOS for short). Also [14] has addressed this problem in a similar way for a subset of Theoretical 

Flat Concurrent Prolog by using techniques developed for TCSP in [5]. In a recent paper [3] an operational 

semantics has been given to Theoretical Concurrent Protog resorting to techniques based on metric spaces. 

A distributed, net oriented semantics for a concurrent logic language is presented here, to the best of our 

knowledge, for the first time. We model a concurrent system as a set of sequential processes, possibly 
located in different places, which cooperate in accomplishing a task: thus, neither a global state nor a global 
clock must be assumed. Behaviours of systems are represented through the causal relations among the 

events performed by subparts of their distributed states and then translated to a class of Petri nets [4,24] 

called 1-safe P/T nets. Petri nets are essentially nondeterministic automata enriched by giving states an 
additional structure of set in order to represent distributed states and by allowing transitions involving only 
some of the processes present in the actual state. The semantical description corresponds to an 
implementation where the goal is distributed on many processors, each containing a copy of the program. 

In this paper we use a three step method. First, we describe the behaviour of sequential processes by means 
of two transition systems: one for programs and the other for sequential goals. The former describes the 

mechanisms of head unification and clause selection. The latter represents the evolution of sequential goals, 

possibly resorting to the program transition system when an atom goal needs a clause to unify with. 
Secondly, we represent the states of the concurrent system by sets of sequential processes and the evolution 

of the whole system is described in terms of process interactions. Finally, we map all our semantical 

structure in Petri Nets in quite a trivial manner. This constructive technique has been inspired by paper [11], 

where it was originally proposed, and [8,10,19], where it has been apphed to concurrent languages. 
As a matter of fact, we stipulate a sort of weU-formedness of goals with respect to communications. More 
precisely, we define a condition of closure, which states that a goal must be "communication closed" at the 

top-level, i.e. unable to perform an event-communication with an external partner. Since we are considering 
programs and goals ready to be executed, we exclude possible open communications which have a sense 
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only during the composition of subsystems. 
The classical operational semantics for logic languages denotes the set of solutions of a program as the set 
of computed answer substitutions. In our operational semantics, this success set together with the finite 

failures and the global deadlocks that may occur in a computation are observable from its final state. We 
could be dissatisfied for this final state semantics since it is not adequate w.r.t, infinite computations 
(perpetual processes) in the sense that relevant features of behaviours are not dealt with. A better description 

of a concurrent system should take into account all the actions performed (thus we know what the system is 
doing) and their causal relations, i.e. every computation is observed as the partial ordering of events it 

generates. This way, important properties, such as safety and liveness, can be observed. 

Our semantical definitions do respect Delta Prolog specifications [1], nevertheless we do not compare our 
semantics with those of the authors of Delta Prolog since their operational model is interleaving while our 

one is distributed. It is worth observing that, with respect to the problem of dealing with distributed 
backtracking, our operational semantics is as far from implementation issues as the classical HCL 

operational semantics [281. 

An outline of the paper follows. Section 2 contains the abstract syntax of Delta Prolog. The transition 

systems for programs and sequential goals are described in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce a 
decomposition function in order to translate a goal into the set of its sequential processes. Then, we give a 
rewriting system for describing the interactions among sequential processes, and finally we consider closed 

systems. Section 5 contains the translation of the semantical structure into a 1-safe P/T Petri net, while 
several comments about semantics and properties of perpetual processes are addressed in Section 6. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We define the abstract syntax for a version of Delta Prolog [1,20,22] The operators on goals resemble those 

of other concurrent languages such as CCS [17], TCSP [5] and CSP [15] In Delta Prolog (DP for short) a 
clear distinction is made between sequential ";" and parallel composition "lr' at the syntactical level. In HCL 
the meaning of the operator "," can not be immediately turned to either one. It is not a sequential 

composition operator since the success set does not depend on the order, if any, atoms in a goal have to be 
selected (i.e. on the computation rule) nor it is a parallel operator since atoms can not be independently 

derived in parallel (because of shared variables). Moreover, an explicit construct for exchanging 

information is introduced. Subgoals of a parallel goal can communicate by event goals, labelled by an 

event name representing the name of a communication channel, 

The language alphabet is ~D, V, PuCk, where D is a family indexed on N (natural numbers) of data 

constructors (D O is the set of constants), V represents the set of variable symbols, P the set of all 

program-defined predicate symbols and C the set of (unary, postfixed) communication predicate symbols 

{?e, !e I eeDo}. In the following, let A represent a program-defined atomic formula and T a term in 

TD(V)/= (the free D-algebra on V modulo variance). 

Definition 2.1. (Delta Protog Syntax) 
The abstract syntax of Delta Prolog is given by the following BNF-like grammar: 

P::= A , -  I A e - G I P ~ P  

G::=A t G e I Gc [ G;G t GItG 

Ge::= T?e [ Tie 

Gc::--Ge;G [ Gc.'.G c 
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We denote by: 

Pr the set of programs, ranged over by p (possibly indexed) 
G the set of goals, ranged over by g (possibly indexed) 

G e the set of event goals, ranged over by ge (possibly indexed) 
G c the set of choice goals, ranged over by gc (possibly indexed) 

A goal g is a parallel goal iff it has either form: 
g = gl I1 Ig 2 g = g';g" where g' is a parallel goal. 

Otherwise g is a sequential goal. 

Let us give an informal overview of DP syntax and semantics. A program is a fact (A ~--), a definite clause 

(A <--- G) or the union of two programs (P ~ P): in other words a program is a set of facts and clauses. A 
goal g can be an atom A, an event goal ge, a choice goal go, the sequential composition or the parallel 
composition of two goals. There are two types of events goals with the form, respectively: T?e and T!e, 
where T is a term (the message), e is the event name (the communication channel), "!" and "?" specify the 
communication mode (send/receive). In order to solve an event goal T?e, we have to solve simultaneously a 
complementary event goal Tie. Moreover, both goals can solve if and only if T and T' unify and, after the 

unification is performed, they become ground [1]. As an example, the two event goals: l ie  and 2?e do not 

match as well as X!e and Y?e, while p(1,y)!e and p(x,2)?e do match by generating an exchange of values, 
i.e. the substitution {x/1,y/2}. Summing up, every communication is due to the simultaneous execution of 
exactly two complementary event goals, thus only symmetric, synchronous communication is allowed. 
When dealing with a choice goal, only one goal is chosen for the rest of the derivation. If both goals could 
generate a step of derivation, one of them is nondeterrninistically selected. The operator of sequentialization 

";" simply states that in gl;g2, gl has to be solved before g2- 
Finally, in order to solve a parallel goal gl II g2 we solve gl and g2 in parallel. In contrast with the fact that 

Delta Prolog is based on a message-passing model of computation, it allows variable sharing by parallel 
goals. Two goals are independently solved in parallel generating local bindings. When both processes have 

terminated, the two environments are joined, i.e. we verify if the independently computed substitutions are 

compatible. 
The target of our semantical definition is to model the peculiar aspects of control operators for concurrency. 

Therefore we do not deal with clause order or cut operator, i.e. we refer to HCL instead of Prolog as the 
support for Delta Prolog, as it is specified in the original proposal of Distributed Logic. It is worth 
observing that a complete definition of the transition system for Prolog with cut operator can be easily given 
[251. 

3. THE T R A N S I T I O N  SYSTEMS FOR P R O G R A M S  AND S E Q U E N T I A L  G O A L S  

We define the operational semantics in the Structural Operational Semantics style [23] as a hierarchy of 

abstract machines. The lower level machine, described as a transition system, defines the mechanisms of 
head unification and clause selection, i.e. the program dependent features. Then, an abstract machine for 

sequential goals is presented, again as a transition system possibly resorting to the former transition system 
when an atom goal needs a clause to unify with. Finally, a rewriting system representing the evolution of 
the whole system is introduced. A state is represented as a set of sequential processes, while the rewriting 

rules describe process interactions. 
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Definition 3.1. (Labelled Transition System) 

A labelled transition system is a triple <F, A, --->>, where F is a set of configurations, A is the set of labels 

and ---> c_ F x A x F is the transition relation. A configuration Tis called stuck iff 

We now define the sets of labels and configurations for programs and sequential goals. Since we give 
semantics to a pair <program, goal>, we should include the program into every configuration. However, 
since the program does never change during the evaluation of the goal, we do not insert it in all the 

configurations, but just consider it as an implicit parameter. 

Definition 3.2. (Labels and Configurations) 
We define the sets of labels and configurations for sequential goals and programs as follows. 

Let g e G be a goal, A ~ Atom, p ~ Pr, 0 ~ Sub 1, [] the empty goal, T a term and failure a special 

symbol. 

A G = {0}u{Tte}td{T?e} Ap = {O} 

F G = <g,0, u <r'l,0> u <failure> Fp = F G L) <A:p,0> 

These sets are ranged over by %G, ~'P, YG and TP, respectively, omitting the subscripts whenever 

unambiguous. ¢ 

A configuration <g,0> describes a goal g to be reduced and a substitution 0 representing the history of the 

whole derivation from the initial goal to g. Every transition is labelled with the substitution computed in the 

last step of derivation or by an event goal. In order to describe the communication mechanism, we use 
labels of the form T!e, T?e. When a sequential goal communicates, it assumes the existence of a partner for 

the communication. The existence of such a partner will be checked only at composition time and thus we 

have to store the name, the communication mode (! or ?) and the term T of a not yet matched event goal. 

<[],0> stands for the special stuck configuration "nothing to do", while <A:p, 0> represents an atom goal A 
to be solved via program p. When goal A is unable to make further progress because there is no unifiable 

clause, the configuration <failure> is reached. Thus we can directly observe the case of failure and 

distinguish it from deadlock. 

3.1. Transitions for Programs 

The (possibly infinite) set of transitions is generated by means of inference rules defined through syntax 

driven rules in the SOS style.The problems of head unification and clause selection are program dependent 

[25]. We describe how a clause of the program is selected to unify its head with the goal. Note that a clause 

invocation fails if head unification fails, the activated goal falls only if all the clause invocations fall. 

Definition 3.3. 
The program derivation relation over configurations, written as TP -~.P->p "~P, is defined as the least 

relation satisfying the following inference rules. 

Head Unification) 

0 = mgu(A 1, A2) implies 

and 

1 Sub denotes the set of substitutions. 

<AI:A2<--g ' ~> -0-->p <gO, fi0> 

<AI:A2<--, ~> -0->p <13, ~0> 
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3 mgu(A1, A2) 

Clause Selection) 

cA:p, 5> -0->p <g, 50> 

<A:p, 5> --e->p <failure> 

implies 

and 

<AI:A2<--g ' 5> -C->p ffailure> 

<AI:A26-, 5> -~->p <failure> 

REMARKS 

implies 

and 

and 

implies 

and 

~A:(p~p'), 5> --0->p <g, 50> 

<A:(p'~p), 5> -0->p <g, 50> 

<A:p', 5> -E->p <failure> 

<A:(p~p'), 5> -e->p <failure> 

<A:(p'~p), 5> -~:->p <failure> 

Head Unification) The first rule simply states that if there is a mgu for an atom and the head of a clause 
then the atom can be replaced by the body of the clause, instantiated with the generated substitution. If the 
head of a clause does not unify with the atom to be proved, the derivation of the atoms leads to the special 
configuration failure. 
Clause Selection) This rule states that the choice of a clause unifying with the goal to be proved cuts off 
all the other clauses. With respect to the case of failure, the goal fails if and only if it is not possible to find a 
clause of the program which is head-unifiable with it, i.e. all the possible clause selections lead to failure. 

3.2. Transitions for Sequential Goals 

In the following definitions we use: 

~/0 - - >  ~/1 / ..- / "Yn implies 
as an abbreviation for the n rules: 

?0 -->~/i implies 

Definition 3.4. 

Y'O -->Y'I  / ... / Y'n 

~/'0 -->q(i for i = 1 ..... n. 

The sequential goal derivation relation over configurations, written as ?G -----~G ~ ~G, is defined as the least 
relation satisfying the following inference rules. 
Goal Derivation) 

cA:p, 0> --~->p <g, 0~> / 43, 0o> / <failure> 

implies cA, 0> = o ~  <g, 0c > / ~D, 0~ > / ffailure> 

Sequential Composition) 

<g, 5> ~ , G  ~ <D, 50> ] <g', 50> ] <failure> 

implies <g;g", 5> ~XG ~ <g"0, 50> / <g';(g"0), 50>/<failure> 
Event Goal) 

<Tie, 5> = T ! e ~  43, 5> and <T?e, 5> ~T?e~  43, 5> 
Choice Goal) 

<gc, 5> ----XG~ 43, 50> / <g, 50> implies <gc .'. gc', 5> =XG~ 43, 50> / <g, 50> 

and <gc' -'- go, 5> =EG~ <D, 50> / <g, 50> # 

REMARKS 
Goal Derivation) This rule simply states that an atom A has to be solved by means of the transition 
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system for programs, and therefore clause selection and head unification are part of the next step. Note that 

p has to be a new, renamed copy of the program. 
Sequential Composition) This rule states that the left component has to be solved first, and that the 
derived substitution has to be applied to the right component, too. On the other side, if the derivation leads 
to a failure, the whole goal fails. 

Event Goal) According to [1], in order to solve an event goal Tl?e, we must simultaneously solve a 
complementary event goal T2?e. Both goals solve if and only i fT  1 and T 2 unify and then, after the value 
exchange, both T 1 and T 2 are ground terms. Therefore, we have to store all the relevant information in the 
label so that, when dealing with the process interaction, this condition can be checked. 
Choice Goal) If a goal gc can proceed somehow, the choice goal evolves by discarding the alternative and 
following the derivation of gc. 

Finally, note that all the configurations whose left component is a parallel goat are stuck in the transition 
system for sequential goals. 

4. THE R E W R I T I N G  DERIVATION RELATION FOR P A R A L L E L  G O A L S  

We now decompose a parallel goal into those subgoals representing its sequentialprocesses, in the style of 

lll,10]. For instance, from goal gllg' we will obtain two subgoals glid and idlg' (tag "lid" records that 
subterm g is in the left context of a parallel composition, symmetrically tag "idr'). More precisely, a 
sequential process is composed of a sequential goal (possibly the empty goal [] or failure), a computed 
substitution, the access path codifying its location in the abstract syntax tree of a parallel goal (i.e. a 
structure of tags idt and lid), and a continuation specifying what to do afterwards. Now, the evolution of a 

set of sequential processes I, included in a state, is represented by a rewriting rule of the form I -~ .~  I'. 

The processes in I perform the action ~. evolving to I', in other words, I causes I' through ~.. The intended 
dynamic meaning of such a rewriting rule is that the set I occunSng in the current state can be replaced, after 

showing an event (labelled by) ~., by the set of processes I'. We call these states distributed, since their 

components can be allocated in different places and can proceed on their own without requiring any 

centralized control, even when they synchronize. The description of parallel goal derivation relation is 

presented in Section 4.2, 
Even if the variables of a parallel goal may be shared by its sub-goals, substitutions generated by the proofs 

of the sub-goals are to be considered independent. This join AND-parallelism allows us to describe 
computations with decentralized loci of control in a simple manner by checking the compatibility of 
independently computed substitutions at join time only. 
Since we are interested in giving semantics to goals which are communication-closed at the top level, the 
rewriting system has to be constrained so that an event goal can not be performed by a sequential process if 

the complementary event goal is not ready to be executed. This aim is reached by introducing a rule which 
filters only the well-formed transitions and it will be described in Section 4.3. 

4.1. Split t ing a Delta Prolog parallel goal into a set of sequential processes 

Definition 4.1. (Sequential Processes) 
We give the syntax of sequential processes: 

SP::= ~ D, 0~ / ~g, 0> / <failure~ /<SPtid, g'> / ddlSP, g'> 

where [] is the empty goal, g is a sequential goal, 0 is a substitution, g' is a goal, failure is a special 
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configuration and tags lid and idl record the context in which a sequential process is set. The set of 

sequential processes SP is ranged over by sp, and its subsets are named I, J (possibly indexed). . 

Intuitively speaking, a sequential process is a sequential goal together with a substitution and an access path 
defining its location within the syntactical structure of the parallel goal. If the access path is not empty, the 
second component of the pair is a goal representing a continuation (what its ancestor has to do next). See 
also Example 4.1 below. 
Now we describe how to map any pair ,goal, substitution~ into a (finite) set of sequential processes. 

Definition 4.2. (From goals to sets of sequential processes) 

Function dec : FG - - >  fin(2 sP) is defined by structural induction on goals. 
Sequential Goal) 

dec(~D,0~) = {~,0~} dec(ffailure~) = {ffailure~} 

g is a sequential goal implies dec(~g,0~) = {~g,0~ } 
The following rules apply only to parallel goals. 
Sequential Composition) 

~sp, g'~ ~ dec(~g, 0~) 

~sp, O~ e dec(~g, 0~) 
Parallel Composition) 

sp ~ dec(~g, 0~) 

implies 
implies 

~sp, g';g"~ ~ dec(~g;g", 0r) 

~sp, g'~ ~ dec(~g;g', 0~) 

implies ~splid, r-l~ ~ dec(~gllg', 0r) 

and ~idlsp, O~ ~ dec(~g'llg, 0~) * 

The configurations for the empty goal, failure and for a sequential goal are singleton sets of sequential 
processes. The Sequential Composition rule simply states that the decomposition recursively splits the left 
component only and that the rt le of the right component is to contribute to the continuation. Finally, the 
sequential processes derived from a parallel goal are exactly those derived by its two components, 
augmented by tags lid or idl, and with the empty goal as continuation, since nothing has to be done after the 
parallel goal has been solved. 

Example 4,1. 

Consider the parallel goal (((glllg2);g3)llg4);g5, where all the gi are sequential goals. Given a substitution 0, 
we have: 

i) dec (~gi, 0~) = { ~gi, 0~ } i= 1, 2 ..... 5; by Sequential Goal rule 

ii) dee (~gl II g2, 0~) = {~'gl, 0~tid, O~, ~ idl,g 2, 0~, r-l~ } by i) and Parallel Composition rule 

iii)dec (~(gl II g2);g3, 0~) = {~gl, 0~lid, g3 ~, ~ idkg 2, 0~, g3 ~ } by ii) and Sequential Composition rule 

iv)dec (~(gl II g2);g3) II g4, 0~) = { ~ g l ,  0~lid, g3~lid, D,, ~, idkg2, 0~, g3~tid, []~, ~idkg 4, 0r,O~ 
by i), iii) and Parallel Comp. rule 

v) dec(~(((glllg2);g3)llg4);g5,0,)={,,,gl,0~lid,g3~lid,g5,,,, idkg2,0>,g3~lid,g5,, ~idl,g4,0,, n,,g5~ 

by iv) and Sequential Comp. rule * 

Note that function dec is injective, but it is not surjective since there are sets of sequential processes which 

are not obtainable via dec: for instance, {~gl, 0)lid, r-l~, ~g2, 0~}. 
Now we characterize the set of sequential processes corresponding to a possible configuration reachable 
from a starting goal. Let us consider the empty goal [] and failure as legal Delta Prolog goals. We consider 
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12 as a legal goal because we use it for representing a terminated component process waiting for the 
termination of its brother, and the motivations for the introduction of failure as a legal goal are analogous. 

Definition 4.3. (Complete sets of sequential processes) 

Given a set J of  sequential processes, J is complete iff there is a goal g and a substitution 0 such that J is 

dec(<g,0>) up to substitutions. ¢ 

The correspondence between dec(<g,0>) and J is up to substitutions because sequential processes generated 

by a parallel goal work in separate environments and thus their substitutions may be different. 

4.2. Rewriting rules for Parallel Goals 

Before giving the rewriting rules for parallel goals, we need an auxiliary definition. According to Delta 
Prolog specification, a parallel goal terminates if and only if all its sequential processes have succeeded and 

the computed substitutions are compatible. 

Given a vector X of  variables < x 1 ..... x n > and a substitution 0, we say that X0 = < xt0 ..... Xn0 ~ where 

Vxi~Dom(0): xi0 = x i 

Definition 4.4. (Substitution Unifier) 

Given two substitutions 01 and 02, let X i = {vj I vj~ Dom(0i) ^ 3 Vk/tke 0 i : vj~ Var(tk)} with i=1,2. Let 

X be the vector obtained from ui=l,2Dom(0i)uXi. 

01 and 02 are compat ib le  if and only if 3 a = mgu(X0 I, X02) and c is called the subst i tut ion unifier 

(SU) of 01 and 02. ¢ 

Note that the definition above implies that: 01a = 02a, since the most general instance of (X01, X02) is 

X01a = X02a.  

Example 4.2. 

Given 01 = {rd2, y/f(s,z)} and 02 ={x/w, y/f(t,2)}, the sets X 1 and X 2 are {s,z} and {w, t}, respec- 

tively. Thus X = < x, y, z, s, w, t >, X01 = <2, f(s, z), z, s, w, t> and X02 = <w, f(t,2), z, s, w, t>. The 

more general instance of them is <2, f(t, 2), 2, t, 2, t> and the unifying substitution a,  i.e. their SU is a = 

{z/2, s/t, w/2}. ¢ 

Definit ion 4.5. (Labels) 

The set A D of labels, ranged over by ~'D, is the set {0} u {T!e} u {T?e}. ¢ 

Notation: the application of a substitution a to a sequential process SP, denoted by SPa, is defined as 

follows: 

< 12, O>a = < 12, Oa~ <g, 0>a = <ga, 0a> <failure>G= <failure> 

<SPlid, g'>O = <SPatid, g'> ddlSP, g'>o = ddlSPa, g'> 

and the set { SPa I SP~ I} is denoted by In. We sometimes denote the set { <sp,g> lspE I} by the pair <I,g>. 

Besides, in the following definition, g stands for a goal g or the empty goal El. 

Definition 4.6. (Rewriting derivation relation for parallel goals) 
The parallel goal derivation relation 11 -;LD-> 12 is defined as the least relation satisfying the following 
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axioms and inference rules. 
Join) 

01 and 02 are compatible with SU o 

{spl, sp2} ---0-> dec(ffg)01c~, 01if> ) 

implies 

where spl = (<El,0l>lid, g> and sP2 = <idl<EI,02>, g> 

sPl = <<failure>lid, q> and sp2 = dd14:l,02> , q> 

sPl = <idl<failure>, q> and sp2 = <<l:],02>lid, q> 

spl = ~<failure>lid, q> and sP2 = ddhfailure>, g> 
Act) 

<g,0> ----~O~ <g',0'> / d3,0'> / <failure> 

implies 
Asyne) 

I 1 --~,D-> 12 

Syne) 

I1-~,1->I' 1 

implies 

and 

and 

and 

implies 

and 

REMARKS 

or 

or 
implies {sPl, sp2}--¢-> {,failure>} 

{<g,0>} -~,G-> dec(<g',0'>) / {d:],0'>} / {<failure>} 

<Illid, g> -~,D-> <I21id, q> 

<idlI 1, q> -~,D-> <idlI2, q> 

12 -~,2->I'2 and ~'1 = T1 [e and ~2 = T2?e 

mgu(T I, T2) = ¢~ and Tiff is ground, i = 1,2 

dll idu idlI 2, q> -G-> <(I'llid t_) idlI'2)o , g> 

<I21idt..) idlI 1, q> --0-> ffI'21id u idlI'l)O, q> 

Join) As soon as both components of a parallel goal terminate, the continuation of the parallel goal is 

enabled and its substitution updated. If 01 and 02 are not compatible, then the set {spl, sp2} represents a 
deadlocked state. If one of the components (or both) has failed, then the whole system fails. Note that the 
failure of a parallel goal is detected at join time only. 

Act) This is essentially an import rule for sequential goals. Everything a sequential goal can perform in the 
transition system for sequential goals can be also performed by the corresponding singleton set in the 
rewriting system for parallel goals. 
Asyne) From the premise that a set J of sequential processes performs an action, we can infer that the 
same set can perform that action in any context, 

Syne) The communication mechanism is handshake. Substitution 0 is applied to the set of sequential 
processes in order to keep trace of the bindings generated by the communication. 

4.3. Rewriting Rules for Systems 

Given a Delta Prolog program p, an initial goal g and the empty substitution e, we describe the system Sp,g 
with a suitable rewriting system. The rewriting rules for system Sp,g are those of the previous rewriting 
system without the rules for performing asynchronous event goals. In other words, we introduce a closure 
condition stating that a goal must be "communication closed" at the top-level, i.e. unable to perform an 
event-communication with an external parmer. Since we are considering programs and goals ready to be 
executed, we exclude possible open communications at all. 
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Definition 4.7. (Rewriting derivation relation for systems) 

The system derivation relation 11 =~.D ~ 12 is defined as the least relation satisfying the following inference 

Me:  
C o m m u n i c a t i o n - C l o s e d )  

I 1 -~,D-> 12 and ~'D ~ T!e and ~'D #: T?e 

i m p l i e s  I 1 -----~.D ~ I 2 * 

Note that this filtering rewriting rule is very close to the rule for the restriction operator of CCS [17]. Instead 
of introducing a new rewriting system for filtering such derivations, we could have added a syntactic 

construct ".V' and denote with g\ the communication closed goal corresponding to a goal g and we could 

have imposed that the initial goal were a restricted goal. 

E x a m p l e  4.3. 
Let us consider the following program p, where T is a ground term: 

A ~-- (T[e.'.T?f) ; A ~ (B e-- Tif ; B ~ C <--- T?e ; C) 

Let A tl (B II C) be the initial goal. The initial set of sequential processes is dec(< A II (B tl C), e )). From the 

definition of the dec function we have that: 

dec( <A II (B II C), e ,  ) = {<<A, a >lid, D , ,  <idl<<B, e >lid, D>, D>, ddl<idhC, e >, D>, D>}. 

The frrst component of the set can make the following derivation: 

{<cA, ~ >lid, D>} = e ~  {<<(T!e.'.T?f);A, e ,lid, D>} 

Below we give the complete deduction leading to that transition: 

i) <A : A <---- (Tte.'.T?f) ; A, e> --a->p <(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e) 

i i )  <A:p, ~> --e->p <(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e> 

iii)<A, e> = e ~  4T!e. ' .T?f) ; A, e) 

iv )  {<A, e>} --e-> {<(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e)} 

v) {<<A, e )lid, r'b} --e-> {<<(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e )lid, El)} 

v i )  {<<A, e >lid, r-l>} -----e~ {<<(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e >lid, D>} 

for Head Unification, since e = mgu(A, A) 

by i) and Clause Selection 

by ii) and Goal Derivation 

by iii) and Act 

by iv) and Async 

by v) and Communication Closed 

In an absolutely analogous manner, it is possible to derive the following: 

{<idl<<B, E ,lid, D>, D>} = E ~  {ddl<<T!f;B, e >lid, D, ,  D>} and 

{ ddl<idkC, E >, D>, [3>} =e-~ {<idl<idl<T?e;C, ~ >, D>, 13>}. 

The derivation corresponding to the communication between processes A and B follows: 

a) <T?f, e > =T?f '~  <D, e> 

b) <(T!e.'.T?f), e ,, I"1> = T ? f ~  <D, e> 

e) <(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e ) = T ? f ~  <A, e> 

d)  {<<(T!e.'.T?.f) ; A, e )lid, D>} - T ? f - >  {<<A, e )lid, [3>} 
Analogously, we derive: 

e) {ddk<TK;B, e ,lid, D>, 1:3>} -T! f ->  {ddk<B, e >lid, D>, D>}. 
Moreover, we have: 

f)  {<4T!e.'.T?f) ; A, e ,lid, D> ,ddI-T!f;B, e >lid, Kb, D>} --e-> {<<A, e ,lid, D , ,  4dh<B, e >tid, D>},D>} 
by d), e) and Sync 

g) {<<(T!e.'.T?f) ; A, E ,lid, r% ,ddk<T!f;B, e ,lid, [3>, D>} =a~{<<A, e >lid, r%,  ddh<B, E >lid, D,},Kb} 
by f) and Communication Closed 

for Event Goal 

by a) and Choice Goal 

by b) and Sequential Composition 

by e) and Act 
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Quite similarly, it is possible to derive the following: 

{<<(T!e:.T?f) ; A, e >lid, []>,<idl<idhT?.e;C, e>,[]>, D~}----e-~{<,A, e >lid, M>, ,idhidl<C, e >, E3>, El>} 

Our rewriting system is asynchronous. Actually, the derivations of a system are independent of those 
sequential processes which are concurrent with the rewritten ones, but inactive. In other words, each rule is 

context-independent. 

Property 4.1. (Asynchrony of system derivation relation) 

If I 1 =~.D ~ 12 is a derivation, there exists a set of sequential processes J such that J ¢-~ I 1 = O and J u I 1 is 

complete. Furthermore, for every such J we have also that J c~ 12 = O and that J u 12 is a complete set of 

sequential processes. 

Proof. Immediate by induction on the structure of the proof of the derivation. * 

5. A DELTA P R O L O G  SYSTEM AS A 1-SAFE P/T N E T  

Now we build a 1-safe Pfr  net given a Delta Prolog program p, an initial goal g to be proved and the empty 

substitution e. In the following, we use standard definitions of Petri net theory [4,24] Roughly, the places 

of the net are the sequential processes belonging to dec(<g, e>) and all those reachable from this starting set. 

The transitions are essentially the rewriting rules described in the previous section. The flow (causal) 
relation relates those sequential processes which are the left-hand side of a rewriting rule to the rewriting 
rule (transition) itself, and the rewriting rule to the new set of sequential processes composing the right- 

hand side of the rule. 

Definition 5.1. (From Delta Prolog systems to nets) 
The set of places S, the set of transitions T, the flow relation F and the initial marking M 0 of the P/T net 

•p,g = <S, T, F, MO> associated to system Sp,g are defined as the least sets, relation and function 

satisfying the following inference rules: 

• sp e dec(<g,e>) impl ies  

sp ~ S and M0(sP) = 1 

• I 1 ~ S and I 1 =~.D ~ 12 impl ies  

(I 1 =~,D ~ I2)eT and 12 _c S and V sp e I2\ dec(<g, e>) M0(s p) = 0 

• (I 1 -~,D ~ I2)eT implies 

I 1 F (I 1 =~.D ~ I2) and (I 1 -----~,D ~ I2) F 12 * 

Note that Zp,g is indeed a P/T net since ~S, T, F> is a net (it satisfies the condition SnT = ~ )  and M 0 is a 

marking. The condition which says that V t e T "t ~ O and t" ~ ~ is satisfied (third rule). 

A transition t e T is enabled by a marking M iff V s e "t, M(s) > 1. Furthermore, the occurrence of a 

transition t produces the marking M' (M [t> M3: 

M(s) i f s ~  ( ' t u t ' ) o r s e  ( ' t n  t') 

M'(s)= l M ( s ) - I  i f s e  " t \ t "  
1 
L M ( s ) + I  i f s ~  t ' \ ' t  
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[M0) denotes the set of all the possible markings M reachable from M 0 by successive firing of enabled 

transitions. M a 1-safe marking iff V s e S, M(s) _< 1. The P f r  net ~ is 1-safe iff V M e [Mo>, M is 

1-safe. Finally, we are going to prove that Zp,g is 1-safe. 

T h e o r e m  5.1. 

Given a program p, a goal g and the substitution e, the P/T net Y_,p,g is 1-safe. 

Proof.  Since the P f r  net Y_,p,g is 1-safe if and only if V M e [Mo> M is 1-safe, the proof is by induction 

on the set [Mo>. At each step of  induction we also prove that the set P = {s e S I M(s) = 1 } is complete, 
in order to inherit the results of Property 4.1. By Definition 5.1, the initial marking M 0 is 1-safe and the set 

Po = {s ~ s I M 0 ( s )  = 1} = dec(g,e) is complete. Let us suppose, by inductive hypothesis, that a 

reachable marking M is 1-safe and that its corresponding set P is complete. Let t = I 1 -----~.D ~ 12 a M- 

enabled transition and M It> M'. We have to prove that the produced marking M'  is 1-safe and that the 
corresponding set P '  is complete. Let J=P~I- By definition of produced marking, M" on the set of places 

IlkI 2 holds 0, on the set of places I2kl u I l n I  2 holds 1, while for the set of places J n I  2 marking M'  would 

hold 2. But, by Property 4.1, we have that J n I 2 = ~  - thus marking M'  is 1-safe - and finally that P '  = 

Ju I  2 is complete. # 

We eventually define the operational semantics of  a Delta Prolog system Sp,g. The operational semantics 
can not be defined simply as the set of all the computed answer substitutions since occurrence sequences 
may be infinite or, though terminal (i.e. finite with no transition enabled by the last marking), may lead to 
deadlock. The possible last markings of a terminal occurrence sequence (o.s. for short) may be: 

• the single place {<Fl, 0>}, which corresponds to a correct answer substitution 0, 
• the single place {<failure>}, i.e. a failure occurs since an atom goal can not unify with any clause, 
• a set I of places, which stands for a deadlock possibly due to (more than) one of the following reasons: 

the non-existence of a compatible substitution (in case of termination of a parallel goat), 
the inability to unify terms in a matching pair of event goals, 

the possible partner for communication is terminated or failed. 

Summing up, we can say that the operational semantics of a Delta Prolog system Sp,g is: 

[Sp.g~o = {0 t ~ is a terminal o.s. of ~-..p,g and last(~) ={ <r-l, 0>} } 

u {fail 1 ~ is a terminal o.s. of  Zp,g and last(~) ={ <failure>} } 

u {A I~is aterminal o.s. of Y-v,g and Ilast(~)l >21 
u {0" I~ is an infinite o.s. of Zp,g}. 

6. FAIRNESS AND DEADLOCK 

We could be dissatisfied for thisfinal state semantics since it is not adequate w.r.t, infinite computations 
(perpetual processes) in the sense that relevant features of behaviours are not dealt with, A better description 
of system Sp,g should take into account all the actions performed (thus we know what the system is 

doing) and their causal relations, i.e. every computation is observed as the partial ordering of events it 
generates. Moreover, important properties, such as safety and liveness properties, can be observed by 

considering the overall evolution of the system. 

Let us consider the following Delta Prolog program taken from [21]. A counter object is programmed 
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allowing commands for incrementing and checking the value of a counter: 

counter(S) ~ up(N)?mail; U is S+N; counter(U) 

.'. equal_to(S)?mail; counter(S). 

producer ~ prod(X); X!mail; producer. 

where prod is a predicate generating commands for the counter. An initial goal may be: 

~-- counter(0) II producer II producer. 
It is trivial to observe that the computations of this Delta Prolog system may not terminate while still having 

a precise meaning: an infinite sequence of  communications and updatings of  the counter value. The 

denotation of programs which do not compute answer substitutions is represented by the set of all the 

occurrence sequences (sequential behaviour) or by the set of processes [4,24] (concurrent behaviour) 2. 
With these kinds of denotation, we are able to observe properties of perpetual processes like fairness and 
partial deadlock. The competition between two producers may be solved by the counter serving only one of 
them from a certain time onwards: this is a typical example of unfair computation. A situation of partial 
deadlock may arise if a producer sends an equal_to command to the counter process with an argument 
minor than the counter value: in this case the producer which has sent the message is deadlocked while the 
other producer and the counter may proceed. 

A first attempt to express such properties in this framework may be the following. We look at an o.s. 
simply as the sequence of the sets of places with one token. Given a reachable marking M, let P = 

{seS [M(s) = 1 }; an o.s. ~ = MotlMlt2M2t3M3... are observed as the sequence PoPIP2P3 .... 
Among the various notion of  fairness (see [13] for a detailed description of this issue), we just consider a 

couple of them. The first is called global fairness in li t]  and communication fairness in [13]. It states that a 

transition t = ll~--'~.D=~I 2 which is always enabled will eventually be fired. This fact is expressed by the 

following formula: 

not (3 iE  N, 3 t E  T : ' t ~ n j > i P j ) .  

A second, more demanding notion of fairness (local fairness [11] or process fairness [13]) concerns the fact 
that a place which can always (infinitely often, respectively) be involved in a fu:ing, possibly within 
different transitions, will eventually be consumed. We represent this fact as: 

n o t O i E  N , 3  s ~  S: SE cTj>_iPjandVj~i 3 t E  T, "t c_Pjand s ~ ' t )  

not (3 i e N, 3 s E S: s E nj>i Pj and 3 infinitely many j, j>i, 3 t ~ T, "t c Pj and s a't). 

We can also write formulae stating that an o.s. is free of some kind of deadlock. For  instance, a sequence 

PoP1P2P3 ..... satisfying the following formula: 

3 i e  N , 3  sE S: SE nj>_iPjandgoal(s)= ge l  ge ;g /gc  -'- gc 

shows a deadlock due to a missing matching event goal, where goal: S ~ G is the function that extracts 

from a place (sequential process) the sequential goal it represents. Note that a sequential process of this kind 
could have partners that may never perform the complementary event goal. Thus a sequence with a partial 
deadlock may be locally fair, as well. 

Another manner to define the operational semantics of a DP system Sp,g consists in considering its 

processes, i.e. the pairs ~ = ~N, p~, where N is an occurrence net and p: B u E  --~ St J r  a labelling of N. 

For finite processes, we have that Max(N) may be { <el, e~ }, or { ffailurc> }, or even a non-singleton set of 

2 In order to better specify a system, it is necessary to consider structures which are less simplistic than sets, 
like event structures, synchronization trees or nondeterrainistie measurement systems. We will not be 
concerned with this aspect of the problem. 
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places. For infinite processes, Max(N) denotes the set of places that do not fire from a certain point 

onwards. If a transition t is such that "t _ Max(N), then <N, p, is not globally fair. On the contrary, 
nothing we can say about local fairness. Even if a place s belongs to Max(N), we do not know if there has 

always (infmitely often) been some transition t, which may be time-dependent, such that s e "t. 
This is a first possible approach to the problem of describing properties of perpetual processes. Further 
research would be mandatory to better investigate this subject. 

C O N C L U S I O N S  
In this paper a distributed, net oriented semantics for a Concurrent Logic Language is presented for the first 
time. We have studied a model of computation based on AND-parallelism together with an explicit 
mechanism of synchronization. Delta Prolog has been chosen as a case study. 
In order to give a truly distributed semantics, we resorted to techniques developed for imperative and 
functional languages [8,10,11,19] and adapted them to the case of logic languages. This approach allows us 
to represent causal relations among processes in a very direct way mad to address the problem of observing 
properties that are intrinsically based on causality. 
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